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Abstract

Motion and pose estimation are fundamental problems in robotics and computer vision. This
project aims at estimating the motion of a football with respect to the ground field using the vision
system of the humanoid NAO robot of the Nomadz Robocup Team.

Description

Vision-based robotics has met tremendous success recently due to rapid progress in computer vision.
One of the important problems in vision-based robotics involves motion estimation. In this problem,
the motion of an object is estimated with respect to the camera. However, in a setup like the RoboCup
football tournament, both the camera (attached to the NAO robot) and the ball (the object of interest)
are in motion. It is important to know both the relative and absolute motion parameters of the ball in
order to make game decisions. This involves several research problems that require to be solved. While
odometry systems are very useful to localize the robot and compute motion of the robot, they can be
erroneous. Therefore more reliable information need to be extracted using vision for the task. The work
involves combining knowledge and researching several aspects of 3D vision including the homography [2],
relative pose [3] and the absolute pose [1] problems.

Goal

The goal of this project is the development and implementation of an algorithm for estimating the ball
motion at real time with respect to the robot and the ground accurately and robustly on the NAO robot.
The goal is to implement a new method as well as evaluate simple baselines for the task.
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